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Causality is an integral component of a tort. An act of negligence carries a legal 
liability only when the act has resulted in damage. This rule also applies to medical 
damage liability, which is considered to be a tort. With regard to the causality theory, 
the continental law system uses the equivalence causality theory, while the common 
law system utilizes two-tier judgment of factual causality and legal causality. In fact, 
the causality theories in the two legal systems are not different when they are applied 
to specific cases; both make judgments on the basis of factual reasons and legal 
values.  
The causality of medical damage liability cannot evade the basic rule described 
above for establishing causality; however, the special nature of medical acts, 
including diversity, infringement, discretion and limitation, has not only made it 
difficult to directly elevate many facts to legal provisions, but also rendered it hard to 
establish the causality between medical torts and their consequences of damage. In 
actual practice in China in relation to medical damage liability, the fault and causality 
of medical acts are established by forensic methods, which typically follow the rule of 
the “medical fault contributory degree” to identify the relationship between the act 
and its consequence and to determine which party should bear the final responsibility.  
In this paper, the author argues that the rule of the “medical fault contributory 
degree” is not exactly an objective causality rule. The rule is limited by the subjective 
perception of the forensic appraisal and seems to have never been scientifically 
verified. Moreover, the application of this rule in forensic appraisal has also caused a 
confusion of factual and legal causality and exceeded the scope of duties of forensic 
appraisal. The author also believes that it is perhaps the uniqueness and legality of 
medical acts that has led to the inability of using abstract theories to define the general 
causality rule in medical damage liability. The author then proceeds to put forth a 
definition of the special causality in medical damage, such as complication, fault on 
the part of the patient, and agreement based on access to information.  
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